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Sunrise at Santa Anita | Breeders’ Cup/Eclipse Sportswire
IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
FOLEY NEW STABLE JOCKEY FOR HARRINGTON
   Shane Foley has been named the new stable jockey for Jessica

Harrington’s Commonstown Stables. Click or tap here to go

straight to TDN Europe.

AS SANTA ANITA
FATALITIES RISE, OFFICIALS

SEARCH FOR ANSWERS

by Dan Ross

   The four horses catastrophically injured at Santa Anita over the

past four days have underscored once again how fatalities at the

track this winter are higher than in comparable periods over the

last three years, leaving track management, regulators and the

horsemen themselves scrambling for answers that aren't always

easy to come by.  

   In an unusual turn of events Sunday, the California Horse

Racing Board (CHRB) released the numbers on horses fatally

injured at Santa Anita between Dec. 26, when racing started,

and Feb. 23. During that time, 18 horses died--six on the dirt

during racing, five on the turf during racing, and another seven

during morning training. Another horse, a 3-year-old gelding

named Charmer John, was euthanized during training hours this

morning. Typically, information on fatalities as granular as this

could only be accessed by the public through stewards minutes,

which aren't always accurate.

   In a decision made Sunday, the main track was closed for

training this morning at 9 a.m. It will remain closed through

Tuesday. During this time, track superintendent Andy LaRocco's

crew will "peel back" about five inches of the track's cushion to

examine the base, while the surface's soil consistency and

moisture will also be analyzed. Cont. p3

AMENDMENT IN PIPELINE FOR COSTLY

KENTUCKY TAX LAW
by T.D. Thornton

   A Kentucky state senator with professional ties to the racing

industry is endeavoring to change a recently-enacted state tax

that he believes unintentionally penalizes racetrack bettors by

taking away their ability to offset gambling winnings with losses

when calculating income.

   “There was never any specific intent to target horseplayers,”

Damon Thayer, the Republican Majority Floor Leader, told TDN

via phone Monday. “I’m trying to get some language in [a new

bill] to fix the problem.”

   Although the tax changes brought about by HB 487, Kentucky’s

sweeping tax reform bill, were first enacted Apr. 27, 2018, many

horseplayers and tax professionals are just now becoming aware

of the potentially costly gambling-related consequences as they

prepare their 2018 tax returns. Cont. p7
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     for 1 year to any WinStar Stallion
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MORE THAN $3,345,000**
 IN INCENTIVE AWARDS

AND WITH 865+ STAKES RACES*

LEFT TO RUN IN 2019...

For more information visit:
www.WinStarFarm.com/WINnetwork

Speightstown’s VICTIM OF LOVE earned her 
breeder Daniel J. Burke $10,000 in WIN awards for
her win in Sunday’s Island Fashion S.
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UK RESEARCHERS SEEK SURVEY PARTICIPANTS 8
A pair of University of Kentucky researchers are seeking
participation for an online research survey titled

 “Portrait of a Rider: Characterizing Active Participants
in Horse Activities and Horse Sports” to better understand
the diversity of equestrian pursuits.
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The starting gate at Santa Anita | Horsephotos

Santa Anita Looks for Answers on Fatalities cont. from p1

   The track was originally scheduled to be closed Monday

morning for maintenance work, but push-back from horsemen

saw it re-opened until 9 a.m.

"Maybe they shouldn't have

opened it," California

Thoroughbred Trainers president

Jim Cassidy said, in light of the

breakdown Monday morning.

Cassidy has two horses entered

Thursday, and if track

management doesn't find

anything wrong with the surface,

he plans to run them. "If they

find a problem, then yeah, they

probably should hold off [with

the races]" he said. "If they don't

find anything, then you have to

go along with it."

   Myriad factors weigh into any catastrophic injury. As CHRB

medical director Rick Arthur routinely points out, between 85

and 90% of all musculoskeletal-related fatalities have

pre-existing pathology at the site of the injury. Race-day

catastrophic injury risk factors include racehorse age and race

distance. And not all fatalities are due to musculoskeletal

injuries, of course. One of the training fatalities at Santa Anita

this year was due to sudden cardiac death.

   All horses fatally injured at

Santa Anita this winter

underwent, or will undergo, a

standard necropsy. According to

Arthur, about 1/3 of the

necropsies have been completed.

Some necropsies take longer than

others, "depending on the

circumstances," said Arthur. A

typical range is between six and

12 weeks. If the pathologist

performs certain special

procedures, like bone

demineralization and histological

examinations, the longer the

necropsy typically takes.

   Among the completed necropsies, Arthur was unwilling to

comment on any possible underlying trends. "Anything I say at

the moment would be speculation," he said. "We're always

looking for trends--always looking for issues that can be

addressed. It's an ongoing process." Cont. p4

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Mick Peterson | Horsephotos

   Nevertheless, it's on Santa Anita's racing surfaces that the bulk

of the attention has been focused, and that's due largely to the

11 1/2 inches of rain that has

this year lashed the facility. "At

Santa Anita, it's dry, dry, dry,

and then suddenly it floods,"

said Mick Peterson, an expert in

racetrack surfaces, who will

head out to Santa Anita

Wednesday to assist LaRocco. At

the heart of the issue, said

Peterson, is the matter of

consistency--what is described in

this Grayson-Jockey Club Racing

Surfaces White Paper as integral

to the "performance and

orthopedic health of the horse."

So, what do we know of the

consistency of Santa Anita's

racing surfaces?

   According to Peterson, the moisture content is routinely

monitored, and samples of the track are taken monthly and sent

for analysis at a laboratory in Kentucky. The samples are tested

to determine the combination of sand, silt and clay in the track.

As for how the samples are taken, there are two main protocols.

Ordinarily, four samples are taken at the quarter poles roughly

seven feet from the inside rail.

After periods of rain, two

samples--one at three feet and

one at 15 feet from the inside--

are taken at the quarter pole

and the wire, and further

samples are taken at the 1/8

pole, the 3/4 pole, and the 1/2

pole at seven feet from the rail. 

   "You can picture what we're

doing--we're looking at the

variation from the middle of the

racing lanes to the inside of the

racing lanes," said Peterson.

"And we're looking

circumferentially at the variation

around the track. We've got to

keep both consistent."

   The first set of samples since the rain--using the second testing

protocol--have been sent to Kentucky. The results could be back

by Thursday.

Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/air-force-blue
http://www.grayson-jockeyclub.org/resources/White_Paper_final.pdf
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http://www.grayson-jockeyclub.org/resources/White_Paper_final.pdf
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   What Peterson expects to find is the finer particles of silt and

clay in the racetrack surface to have washed to the rail, leaving

the larger, coarser particles of sand towards the outside. If that's

the case, there are two possible responses the track

management can take, said Peterson. The first is to take a

"grader" to move the materials to the middle of the track before

pulling it back to the edges. "It's just like mixing dough," he said.

Or else, the track staff can go "round and round" with the

harrows. "What you're looking for is consistency."

   This "mixing" process will begin when the track is peeled back,

said Peterson, and could continue after he arrives Wednesday.

"We will keep taking samples until the consistency is within the

error of our testing," he said. "The process is not unusual, just

the intensity."

   Five of the 18 fatalities at Santa Anita this year have been on

the turf course, which was completely renovated last year.

Peterson said the "drainage at Santa Anita is fine." But

identifying any potential issue with the turf is that much tougher

than with the dirt because of a dearth of diagnostic

technologies, said Peterson.

   "We need better tools. Right now, turf is a huge frustration to

me," said Peterson, who added that "if done carefully and

consistently," the turf moisture probe can be a "terrific" tool.    

"You know what I look at? Hoofprints. What I'm looking for is a

hoof that penetrates down in, where the toe penetrates down

in, and it doesn't sheer out the surface. You don't get it cupping

out or divoting."

   Where data holes exist, so does speculation. And contrary to

widely-assumed wisdom, a sealed track is not an unsafe track, as

has been proven by data out of Minnesota, said Peterson. "The

challenge is when you transition from a sealed track to an open

track. You run the risk of a very hard sealed track as it's

beginning to dry out." 

   Exacerbating this problem is how different parts of the track

dry at different rates, said Peterson. "You've got the shadows on

the front stretch. The clubhouse turn tends to get a lot of wind

across it. The sun and the wind hits turn one and two, but turns

three and four are very different. There's no way to fix that, and

that's where the experience of the trackmen matter."

   LaRocco recently assumed the position from long-time

superintendent Dennis Moore. "It was pretty seamless from

Dennis to Andy," said Peterson. And what LaRocco has done

successfully, said Peterson, is to maintain his usual approach--an

approach shaped by Moore--to the maintenance of Santa Anita's

dirt course. "The worst thing you can do when something like

this happens is make changes without using data to guide you,"

Peterson said. "Maybe some of the races should have come off

the turf. That's all I can say. People are making judgements, and

this is where data is critical." Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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   Cassidy said that he and his fellow horsemen are pleased that

the track management are "trying to figure out what's going

on," especially as he sees the condition of the racing surfaces as

fundamental to the problem. "All this rain we've had, you'd have

to blame it mostly on the track."

   The Cassidy-trained Amboseli was recently euthanized after

breaking down on the turf in the GIII Astra S. Cassidy said that

mare didn't have any signs of a pre-existing injury or problem.    

"It was a complete shock to me--she was 100%," he said. Cassidy

added that the horsemen he has spoken to, those who have also

lost horses in recent months, are equally perplexed. "However,

if someone sent one out there with an issue, well, that's another

story." 

   According to Arthur, the track can be a factor in any injury. "I

think it's particularly problematic when you have so many

off-tracks that require it to be sealed," he added. "It's very

challenging." Nevertheless, Arthur stressed the "multi-factorial"

nature of any catastrophic injury. "Is there one thing to change

to correct the problems we face?" he said. "No, I don't believe

that's the case."

   An ad hoc committee has been put together comprising

Peterson, retired Hall of Fame jockey Alex Solis, now a CHRB

commissioner, a Southern California trainer, an active jockey

and one member of Santa Anita's management team. According

to Solis, that last slot has been filled by P.J. Campo, executive

vice president, Racing Division, for The Stronach Group. The

trainer and active jockey slots have yet to be filled, Solis said.

   Solis said that the committee was put together to gather

together and analyze feedback from a variety of parties,

including the horsemen, the jockeys and exercise riders. "That'll

give us a better idea of what's going on," he said.

   Though retired from race-riding, Solis still exercises horses for

Richard Mandella in the morning, and he's hesitant to pin blame

entirely on the track surface. Rather, he sees recent events as a

"wake-up call" for all sectors of the industry to assess and

perhaps re-assess their role in the issue. "One of the main things

is owners putting pressure on their trainers to run when they're

not quite ready," said Solis. "At the end of the day, this is a team

effort."

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.lanesend.com/noblemission?utm_source=tdn&utm_medium=hpv&utm_campaign=fy19
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Amendment in Pipeline for Costly KY Tax Law cont. from p1

   Frank Angst of Blood-Horse first broke the story Sunday,

detailing complaints from bettors who could face thousands of

dollars in new taxes because they can no longer mirror federal

income-calculating guidelines that pertain to gambling winnings

when filing their 2018 Kentucky state income tax returns.

   A closer look at HB 487, which passed the House (51-38) and

the Senate (24-14) before becoming law without the governor’s

signature last year, shows that only a single line of text within

the bill without any reference at all to “gambling,” “winnings” or

“losses” is what has triggered the potentially onerous tax liability

for bettors.

   The clause within the 417-page bill was inserted on page 166,

where, in a section detailing how the calculation of income

should follow federal standards, one of 10 exceptions to

following the federal code states that “Any deduction allowed

by 26 U.S.C. sec. 165 for losses” is no longer permitted.

   Section 165 of the federal code reads, in part, “Losses from

wagering transactions shall be allowed only to the extent of the

gains from such transactions [and] the term ‘losses from

wagering transactions’ includes any deduction otherwise

allowable under this chapter incurred in carrying on any

wagering transaction.”

   This means Kentucky residents are still able to deduct losses to

the extent of winnings on their federal returns, but not on their

state returns for 2018.

   Thayer, upon first hearing word Monday about how this clause

will negatively affect Kentucky taxpayers, said, “It was news to

me, because I was in the room with [Speaker of the House]

David Osborne, who is also a horse racing industry participant

like me, and there was never any mention of pari-mutuel

wagering, losses, deductions, anything. So I think it’s a

misapplication of the law by the finance cabinet.”

   Thayer explained how in the wake of passage of any

wide-ranging state tax reform, lawmakers typically have to come

back and put together a “cleanup bill” as constituents come

forward with complaints. That process, he said, already began

months ago in Kentucky, and is not limited to Thayer’s efforts to

change the way gambling winnings are reported.

   “Any time you do a major tax overhaul like we did last year,

there are always unintended consequences that you have to do

a cleanup bill [for],” Thayer said. “It just passed the House last

week. We just got it. It’s in the possession of our Appropriations

and Revenue Committee, and I’m already working with Senator

Chris McDaniel, the chairman of the committee, to see if we can

insert some language. He’s working on an amendment to the

House bill, and I’m going to try to get some language in there to

fix it. We’ve only got 12 days left in our legislative session, so

time is of the essence.” Cont. p8

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Churchill Downs | Horsephotos

Tumlin (left) and Pekarchick (right) | Hilary Brown, UK photo

   But Thayer said it is unlikely that the changes will help

horseplayers on their 2018 returns.

   “It’s difficult to do those things retroactively,” Thayer said.

   So is 2019 the target date for rolling back the tax change?

   “That’s to be determined, but I would say that’s a likely

application,” Thayer said.

   TDN attempted to contact Republican Phillip Pratt of

Georgetown, who sponsored last year’s sweeping tax bill, to ask

why HB 487 stripped out the ability to deduct losses from

winnings in the first place. But a message left with a staffer did

not yield a return call prior to deadline for this story.

   Jeff Platt, the president of the Horseplayers Association of

North America, told TDN via phone that one “silver lining” for

Kentuckians is that because of tax-friendly code changes

initiated at the federal level in 2017 (in which a bettor’s

entire-pool investment, as opposed to only the amount wagered

on the correct result, determines the amount reported or

withheld for tax purposes), the number of “signers” is down

significantly. Thus, for Kentucky residents, there are fewer

documented winnings that need to be reported at the state

level.

   “Me personally, I’m against these kinds of tax code changes,”

Platt said of the new Kentucky law. “Give the taxpayer the

option of either using a short form or a really extensive long

form to deduct stuff like this.

   “The thing is, so few people actually win on horse races,” Platt

continued. “Even those who might hit lots of signers during the

year, they tend to churn most of it back. The number of people

who win in this industry is maybe 1% or 2%, something like that.

The maddening thing is that this type of statute discourages

someone from even going to a horse track.”

UK RESEARCHERS SEEK SURVEY

PARTICIPANTS
   University of Kentucky researchers Karin Pekarchik (College of

Agriculture, Food and Environment) and Kimberly Tumlin

(College of Public Health) are seeking participation for an online

research survey to better understand who participates in horse

activities and sports. 

   “Portrait of a Rider: Characterizing Active Participants in Horse

Activities and Horse Sports,” is a survey that will help qualify

socioeconomic factors and type of participation of equestrians,

which includes any person--rider, handler, worker--who

interacts with horses. Compared to the amount of research on

horse health, little research has been conducted on equestrians,

despite the economic importance of this industry globally. 

   “This survey is an important step in making sure we

understand who participates in the industry, where they are,

and generally get more detail on their backgrounds. There are

some pressures to participation rates and workforce

development in different areas of the industry, and this is one

way to give everyone an opportunity to be counted,” Pekarchik

said.

   “We hope that characterizing equestrian participants in 2019

will yield new insight into trends and facts that could be used to

fine-tune recruitment and training for workforce development,

participation rates, etc.

   “I love the collaborative nature of the equestrian community

of practice. All of the women freely give their time and expertise

to further an industry that is clearly important to them. The

research paper that we are working on is a big effort, but we

hope it will be really useful for other researchers and industry

groups, whether they are in the Thoroughbred racing, eventing,

Pony Club, or any of the other diverse groups that make up the

equestrian world.” Cont. p9
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IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Non-Industry Media

Overanalyze--Lost Raven ‘19

© Copyright Thoroughbred Daily News.

This newspaper may not be reproduced in any form or by any

means, electronic or mechanical, without prior written permission

of the copyright owner, MediaVista. Information as to the

American races, race results and earnings was obtained from

results charts published by The Jockey Club Information Services

and utilized here with their permission.

   Although there are generalizations about who participates, it is

unclear if those generalizations are reflective of accurate

socioeconomic factors or are perceptions based on stereotypes. 

   “There are many pre-conceived notions that being involved in

the equine industry is precluded by having economic stability.

This survey is aimed at understanding potential disparities that

we have observed but are not widely documented in the various

sectors of equestrian participation,” Tumlin said. 

  Pekarchik and Tumlin aim to receive completed surveys from at

least 1,000 people so they can create a statistically valid portrait

of who participates in horse activities. The online survey is open

to anyone over the age of 18 and will be distributed in the

United States and internationally. The survey will be open until

March 31, 2019. To participate, click here.  

   An interdisciplinary team, Pekarchik and Tumlin have been

engaged in equestrian research for several years. Currently,

Tumlin and Pekarchik, with Mike Sama, Ph.D., PE, an engineer at

the University of Kentucky, have funding from the UK Central

Appalachian Regional Education and Research Center to explore

impacts of biomechanical forces on the jockey/equestrian spine

more fully. The funding will support a collaboration with the

North American Racing Academy (NARA), the Lexington, Ky.,

race-training program. NARA's students will participate in both

live animal and simulated racing experiences while wearing

newly engineered sensor systems that will measure spine forces.

Eventually, Pekarchik and Tumlin will compare the impacts of

riding to other sports activities to better understand the effects

on the body. 

   To learn more about the Female Equestrian Community of

Practice, visit https://www.uky.edu/equestrians.

Are Equine Infectious Disease Outbreaks Preventable? Are We

Doing Enough?

“Horse owners worldwide were alarmed when reports of a new

airborne Equine Influenza outbreak caused the British

Horseracing Authority to suspend Thoroughbred racing in

England ... This disruption of racing cost millions of dollars in lost

revenue, great cost to horse owners, and sent shivers down the

spine of all horse owners wondering if they were next. But was

this outbreak preventable?”

David Nash, DVM, Equine Info Exchange

LOST RAVEN, 6, Uncle Mo--Elusive Raven, by Elusive Quality

Foal born Jan. 22, a colt by Overanalyze.

Will be bred back to West Coast.

Owned by Repole Stable.

Boarded at Mill Ridge.

Accomplishments: GSW of $359,050.

RESERVE BID, 20, Pine Bluff--Joyous Melody, by Phone Trick

Foal born Feb. 18, a filly by Speightstown.

Will be bred back to TBD.

Owned by/boarded at Buck Pond Farm.

Accomplishments: Dam of Jan’s Reserve (Ready’s Image), SW,

$284,930; and Tytus (Tale of the Cat), SW, $167,425.

                                                               

FOALING NEWS sponsored by

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://uky.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6qTJQ6H7CT5jMtn
https://uky.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6qTJQ6H7CT5jMtn.
https://www.uky.edu/equestrians
https://equineinfoexchange.com/index.php/health-education/905-are-equine-infectious-disease-outbreaks-preventable-are-we-doing-enough
https://equineinfoexchange.com/index.php/health-education/905-are-equine-infectious-disease-outbreaks-preventable-are-we-doing-enough
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/uk-researchers-seek-survey-participants/
https://shadwellfarm.com/horse/tamarkuz/


 

Tuesday, February 26, 2019   

Show It N Moe It | Benoit

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

SPRING FEVER S., $100,000, Santa Anita, 2-24, (S), 4yo/up, f/m,

6f, 1:10.18, ft.

1--SHOW IT N MOE IT, 122, f, 4, Grace Upon Grace--Robotica

   (SP), by Ide. O-Tom London, Terry Lovingier & Eugene Zondlo;

   B-Terry C. Lovingier (CA); T-Gary Sherlock; J-Rafael Bejarano.

   $60,000. Lifetime Record: GSP, 19-6-4-4, $435,604. *1/2 to

   Unhitchthetrailor (Kafwain), SW, $111,499.

2--S Y Sky, 122, m, 5, Grazen--Sky Marni, by Sky Mesa.

   O/B-Nicholas B. Alexander (CA); T-Philip D'Amato. $20,000. 

3--Coco Kisses, 120, f, 4, Empire Way--River Kiss, by Awesome

   Gambler. ($90,000 Ylg '16 BARSEL). O-Edward Brown, Jr., Debi

   Brown & Terry Lovingier; B-Terry C. Lovingier (CA); T-Jeff

   Bonde. $12,000. 

Margins: 3/4, 4HF, 1 3/4. Odds: 1.00, 1.00, 7.10.

Also Ran: Barbara Beatrice, Into Rissa.

   Show It N Moe It, third in the GIII L.A. Woman S. last October,

defeated S Y Sky by 3 1/4 lengths, with Coco Kisses another 

2 1/2 lengths back in third, to win a 6 1/2-furlong allowance last

time out Jan. 10. Favored to defeat those same rivals again, the

dark bay filly set the pace under a firm hold through an opening

quarter in :22.25. She was overtaken by S Y Sky after a half in

:45.63 and that foe looked set to pull away in the final furlong,

but Show It N Moe It battled back resolutely to just get up in the

final strides. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Show It N Moe It (Grace Upon Grace) battles back 
to win Spring Fever S. at Santa Anita Sunday.

http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=8&BorP=P&TID=SA&CTRY=USA&DT=02/24/2019&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201902241952SAD8/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201902241952SAD8/
http://www.thetdn.com/race-replays/
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IN ORDER OF PURSE:

1st-Mahoning Valley, $29,600, (S), Msw, 2-25, 3yo, 6f, 1:15.39,

ft.

DARK MAZE (g, 3, Hostile Takeover--Rock Hard Candy, by

Richter Scale) finished seventh, promoted to sixth, in his track-

and-trip debut Feb. 11. Sent off at 4-1, the bay gelding sprinted

out to the early lead and never looked back, romping home by

nine lengths. Favored Good Energy (Much the Best) was second.

Click for Equibase.com chart. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $18,056.

O-J. Crumley Racing, LLC & Karen Knuth; B-Crumley Racing

Stable, LLC & Karen Knuth (OH); T-Jevon D. Crumley. 

SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Abstraction (Pulpit), Doubletree Farm, $3,000

59 foals of racing age/6 winners/1 black-type winner

8-Sunland, Alw 6f, AMOR N PASION, 4-1

2-Sunland, Msw 6f, DAUX, 2-1

2-Sunland, Msw 6f, NEUTRALABSTRACTION, 15-1

2-Sunland, Msw 6f, YANO'S WAY, 12-1

 

Flashback (Tapit), Diamond B Farm, $7,500

175 foals of racing age/17 winners/0 black-type winners

6-Sunland, Msw 6f, FLASH OF HUMOR, 2-1

$32,000 KEE JAN yrl; $2,000 FTK OCT yrl

 

Laugh Track (Distorted Humor), Double Ll Farm

68 foals of racing age/7 winners/0 black-type winners

8-Sunland, Alw 6f, BASHFUL BOB, 15-1

IN JAPAN:

Pier Chic, c, 3, Central Banker--Our Miss Jones (SP, $130,210),

   by Alphabet Soup. Hanshin, 2-23, Novice Race, 6f. Lifetime

   Record: 4-1-0-1, $56,757. O-Kieffers Inc.; B-McMahon of

   Saratoga Thoroughbreds, LLC (NY); T-Hideyuki Mori. *1/2 to

   Mr. Online (Silent Name {Jpn}), SW & GISP, $551,005.

   **$60,000 Ylg >17 FTNAUG; $180,000 2yo >18 OBSMAR.

Boston Tesoro, f, 3, Temple City--Spirited Away (SW-US,

   $133,683), by Awesome Again. Hanshin, 2-23, Plate Race, 7f.

   Lifetime Record: 5-2-1-1, $147,748. O-Kenji Ryotokuji

   Holdings; B-Spendthrift Farm LLC (Ky); T-Hiroyasu Tanaka. *1/2

   to Prospective (Malibu Moon), MGSW, $719,130. **$130,000

   Ylg >17 KEESEP. ***AShe had a comfortable trip and an easy

   win,@ said winning jockey Yuga Kawada.

Salinero, m, 5, Uncle Mo--Aguilera, by Unbridled's Song.

   Nakayama, 2-23, Plate Race, 6f. Lifetime Record:

   13-2-0-1, $177,928. O-Kazumi Yoshida; B-Gaines-Gentry Tbs,

   John Hardy, Olin Gentry, Jude Thompson & Thomas

   Gaine (KY); T-Tadashige Nakagawa. *1/2 to Bluegrass Singer

   (Bluegrass Cat), MSW & GSP, $309,515. **$130,000 Ylg >15

   KEESEP; $350,000 2yo >16 FTFMAR.

                                                               
                                                               

Monday Cancellations
PARX

(track conditions)

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.justicerealestate.com/
https://www.irt.com/
https://www.irt.com/
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=1&BorP=P&TID=MVR&CTRY=USA&DT=02/25/2019&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Temple%20City&log=#tot
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Uncle%20Mo&log=#tot
http://www.mcmahonthoroughbreds.com/
https://www.obssales.com/marcatalog/2019/375.PDF
https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001emHU8ZhrsEajJ7wAchg-Q0BVk4IZqcgudN44sPgrKIw215QhAC5sOZpiX2mrUIPZV0h_h2A4HEEvukxvIEvpdeYwLegkF7jrwXDHoIYECo4_eKJQxc3h0mwrc8oRWEdDezP9j0F7jO08OLTuDS010FyveHjzkruG1_W5voLg0uA%3D
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ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Combat Zone, h, 5, War Front--True Gritz, by Yes It's True. Santa

   Anita, 2-24, (C), 1mT, 1:34.99. B-Ponchartrain Stud (KY).

   *$450,000 Ylg '15 FTSAUG; $70,000 4yo '18 KEENOV. **Full to

   Doctor Chit, SW & GSP, $196,589.

GRACE UPON GRACE, Show It N Moe It, f, 4, o/o Robotica, by

Ide. Spring Fever S., 2-24, Santa Anita

HOSTILE TAKEOVER, Dark Maze, g, 3, o/o Rock Hard Candy, by

Richter Scale. MSW, 2-25, Mahoning Valley

WAR FRONT, Combat Zone, h, 5, o/o True Gritz, by Yes It's True.

MCL, 2-24, Santa Anita

CAN’T WAIT TO GET YOUR

TDN BREAKING NEWS AND

 RACE RESULTS?
Click Here to sign up for TDN Alerts

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.newvocations.org/
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=War%20Front&log=#tot
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/update_preferences.cfm


 

TUESDAY, 26 FEBRUARY 2019

Shane Foley | Racing Post

IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
SANTA ANITA TRACK UNDER EVALUATION 
Santa Anita Park’s dirt racing surface is under evaluation after a

spate of equine casualties. Click or tap here to go straight to

TDN America.

FOLEY NEW STABLE JOCKEY
FOR HARRINGTON

   Shane Foley will replace Colm O=Donoghue as the stable jockey

for Jessica Harrington=s Commonstown Stables for the 2019 Flat

Season, the trainer announced on Monday. Foley=s career

highlights to date include the 2016 G1 Irish 1000 Guineas on Jet

Setting (Ire) (Fast Company {Ire}) and the 2018 G1 Irish 2000

Guineas on Romanised (Ire) (Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}). For

Harrington, Foley struck in the Listed Ingabelle S. at

Leopardstown with Sparkle=n=joy (Ire) (Sepoy {Aus}) last year and

his latest big-race triumph was in the GII San Marcos S. aboard

Platinum Warrior (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) for trainer John Sadler at

Santa Anita on Feb. 9.

   AWe have used Shane for a number of years and I am

delighted to secure him as our retained rider for the season

ahead,@ Harrington, who saddled champion Alpha Centauri (Ire)

(Mastercraftsman {Ire}) to four Group 1 victories in 2018, told

Racing Post. AHe is well established as one of the top-tier jockeys

and is a Classic-winning rider. Shane is able to give us the

commitment we and our owners require and I am delighted to

have him.

   AOur numbers have grown on the back of such a fantastic

season last year and, while it=s going to be even more

competitive, we hope to build on that again. Shane has an

existing arrangement to ride Mr. [Yuesheng] Zhang=s horses,

which will remain in place. Tom Madden, who's also a key

member of our team, will act as second jockey and I hope to

give him plenty of opportunities.@ Cont. p2

PEDIGREE INSIGHTS: SPOTIFY
by Andrew Caulfield

   Trying to write a brief rJsumJ of Redoute's Choice's stellar

career isn't easy, in view of the scale and depth of the impact

this son of Danehill has had on the Australian industry.

   The Arrowfield Stud patriarch made a spectacular start to his

stallion career, with the G1 Golden Slipper S. winners Stratum

and Miss Finland emerging from his second and third crops.

Consequently, in the space of a few years, his fee soared from

A$40,000 in 2004 to a career-high of A$330,000 in 2007 and

2008. 

   While Redoute's Choice couldn't come close to matching

Danehill's nine sires' championships, he has proved the most

successful of Danehill's sons in this respect. He has taken three

championships, as opposed to Fastnet Rock's double and the

single titles taken by Flying Spur and Exceed And Excel, with his

titles spread from 2005-06 to 2013-14. Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://tattersalls.com/
https://www.arqana.com/inscriptions.html
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Foley New Stable Jockey for Harrington Cont. from p1

   Said Foley, AI have been involved as part of the team in

Commonstown for a long number of years and I am thrilled and

excited to firm up the arrangement for the season ahead. Jessie

is firmly established as one of the leading Flat trainers in Ireland

and Britain and this is one of the top jobs that anyone would be

delighted to have. I have been riding out regularly and we look

to have a really exciting bunch of horses for the season. I can=t

wait to get started.@

EI OUTBREAK REPORTED AT LAMORLAYE
   Just 13 days after racing resumed in Britain following a six-day

break due to equine influenza, there has been an outbreak of EI

in a trainer=s yard in Lamorlaye, near Chantilly, France, France

Galop confirmed on Monday. Both the trainer and his

veterinarian have taken the necessary steps to isolate the

infection. There were no details released on the number of

infected horse(s), the trainer, or if those horse(s) had recently

raced.

   The organization reminds trainers of the need for quarantine

isolation for horses exhibiting respiratory symptoms, as well as

any new arrivals to the yard. Horses should be nasal swabbed

that are showing signs of the virus and the RESPE should be

notified of those individuals. Movement of stock should also be

minimised and only healthy animals should be transported, with

particular care taken to prevent the spread of the disease

through both equine and human means. France Galop also

recommended that horses that have been vaccinated against EI

more than six months ago should receive a booster vaccine.

   In other EI news, trainer Donald McCain, whose yard had been

affected with six cases of equine influenza in Britain, announced

via Twitter that his yard had been given the all-clear.

   AAfter all tests coming back negative today we have just been

told we are back in business,@ tweeted McCain. AI cannot thank

my staff enough for all the hard work over the last few weeks

and all my owners for their unwavering support, it means an

awful lot.@

                                                               

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.darleyeurope.com/stallions/our-stallions/farhh?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Half%20page&utm_content=Farhh&utm_campaign=Stallions
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/equine-influenza-hits-british-racing-for-six/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/foley-new-stable-jockey-for-harrington/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/ei-outbreak-reported-at-lamorlaye/
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Click here to view a video interview with Tom Jonason.

JONASON RELISHING CAREER MOVE
by Alayna Cullen

   During a recent visit to Weatherbys Racing Bank we caught up

with Tom Jonason, Head of Business Development, to discuss his

career change and some of projects he has been working on.  

TDN: Tom, tells us a bit about your career to date.

TJ:  Before I joined Weatherbys Racing Bank, I was actually with

a company called RacingFX for a little while. Before that, I

worked for Paul Nicholls, as his assistant trainer for six years.

TDN: There is a bit of a difference working as an assistant

trainer to what you are currently doing. Why the change? 

TJ: There were a multitude of reasons really, and it wasn't an

easy decision, I can tell you. It was changing priorities and

changing responsibilities in my life. I was getting married, and

thinking about buying a house, so there were a number of

sensible factors. Obviously, working for Paul, there was an

actual lead into training, Dan Skelton has gone on and done very

well, and Harry Fry, which really inspired me that I could go on

and do it.

   But, like I said, it was just a number of factors. It took me a

really long time to come to the decision. So I started to think

about other career options, and gave Paul a year's notice, and

started to put the word about.  

TDN: Do you miss working with Paul? I'd imagine your time

there is something you think about a lot given the time of year

we are in? 

TJ: I do miss it. I miss the big days, but I don't regret it, which is

the most important thing. Cont. p4

IN TDN AUS/NZ TODAY
WINDSOR PARK SHUTTLING THE HEIGHTS

   Windsor Park Stud is enjoying great success with its shuttle

stallion, Charm Spirit (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}).  Click or tap

here to go straight to TDN Aus/NZ.
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Newspaperofrecord (Ire) (Lope De Vega {Ire}), pictured winning the GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf,

worked at Palm Meadows on Monday morning. Click here for XBTV video. | Horsephotos

Jonason Relishing Career Move Cont.

TJ: I miss the buzz around the yard, I miss the lads. There's

definitely a difference between working in an office

environment and outside. But equally, I don't miss the snow fall

that Paul Nicholls just had, for example, and I saw on Twitter

that the gallops man was on the tractor all night, harrowing the

gallops and two or three years ago, I would have been very

much a part of that. I was sound asleep in my bed this year and I

didn't miss that aspect.

TDN: Why Weatherbys Racing Bank? 

TJ: Well, Weatherbys actually came about in a funny sort of way.

I did actually come for an interview when I gave Paul a year's

notice for a role very similar to what I have now, but I didn't get

it. Then the opportunity just presented itself about a year later.

It was a no-brainer for me: Weatherbys' name is synonymous

with racing. It's a company that I've wanted to get involved with.

The big thing, for me, about Weatherbys, is that it's a really good

brand. If I pick up the phone and say its Tom from Weatherbys,

it doesn't matter who I'm speaking to, and doesn't matter they

have no idea who Tom from Weatherbys is, the client or

potential client is immediately engaged. Everyone knows the

name Weatherbys in the racing industry, and I think it's got a

really good reputation.

TDN: As you said Weatherbys is synonymous with racing and

breeding. What do you think the ethos of the company is? 

TJ: The ethos of Weatherbys is summed up in our customer

service. That's another thing that I like about Weatherbys. I'm

probably a bit of a perfectionist, a bit pernickety. That's

something that was bred into me at Paul's, is that you leave no

stone unturned. It's the same with Weatherbys. You go the extra

mile for the customer all the time. I think that's hugely

important--the personal service here. I work specifically in the

bank and the personal service that our clients receive is like no

other and not even imaginable on the High Street. We answer

the phone in three rings and if you're a client of the Private Bank

you could be speaking to your relationship manager within 10

seconds. That trickles down through the Racing Bank as well,

and I hope that our clients find that as much as I do. On the High

Street, it'd take you 10 minutes just to be able to speak to a

human being. Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.xbtv.com/video/workout/newspaperofrecord-worked-3-furlongs-in-36-00-at-palm-meadows-on-february-25th-2019/%20
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Jonason Relishing Career Move Cont.

TDN: What are some of the projects you have been involved in

since joining Weatherbys Racing Bank? 

TJ: There's always a desire to move forward and keep pace with

technology whilst keeping the personal service that you can only

really get with human beings and the personal touch. I've been a

part of a few different things with the Racing Bank in particular. 

Since I've joined, we've launched an account called Racing Plus,

which really bridges the gap between the standard racing

account and wanting a bank account for a fuller service. You've

got online banking and that facilitates your transactions for

racing, inasmuch as that your entry fees are automatically taken

out and your prize money automatically goes in, but also that

there's a range of different benefits that go with it. You can have

debit card, cheque book and there is our VAT return service

which is available as a part of the Racing Bank. You get a 20%

discount from that service, from the quarterly fee, if you're a

Racing Plus client. 

   We also have a ,500 prize money bonus for owners if they win

a Racing Bank-sponsored race throughout the year at a range of

racecourse in both codes. But also you can step outside of just a

racing activity. It's a full banking service for anyone that's

connected to the bloodstock industry. A lot of studs might use it

or any bloodstock professional, you get the full Weatherbys

service combined with that racing specialist nature of the

account.

TDN: I believe you have recently launched a banking app as well?

TJ: Yes, that's right. It's an app that fits across all products: from

the Racing Bank to our Racing Plus clients, and also the Private

Bank. It's as you would expect any online banking app to be, but

from a racing perspective, it's not something we've properly had

before. For our racing clients, it's just another string to the bow

of Weatherbys Racing Bank, being able to hold your funds in a

racing account and making your payments and doing all your

racing activity on the go--it's just a really slick piece of kit. It's all

been designed in-house at Weatherbys. It's quite exciting for us

and hopefully it's exciting for our clients.

TDN: What do you enjoy most about the job? 

TJ: It's that Weatherbys ethos, going that extra mile for the

client. Like I said earlier on, I'm a bit of a perfectionist, so I like to

know that everyone's getting as good a service as possible. That

runs down through Weatherbys. Working for Weatherbys, I've

been able to have a professional career that's still connected to

the racing and the bloodstock world, but just on the other side

of the fence, and that's the most exciting thing.

Monday=s Result:

3rd-Wolverhampton, ,4,500, Novice, 2-25, 3yo/up, 6f 20y

(AWT), 1:14.77, st.

WITH CAUTION (IRE) (f, 3, Dandy Man {Ire}--Kitty Softpaws

{Ire}, by Royal Applause {GB}), off the mark on debut over this

trip at Lingfield Jan. 30, was smartly away to race in a close-up

second throughout the early stages. In front approaching the

furlong marker, the 4-7 favourite surged away to score by five

lengths from Rakastava (Ire) (Clodovil {Ire}). The unraced dam,

who also has the 2-year-old colt Mac McCarthy (Ire) (Anjaal

{GB}) and a yearling colt by Requinto (Ire), is a half to the

owner=s useful Miblish (GB) (Teofilo {Ire}) who took the Listed

Magnolia S. on the all-weather and was third in the G3 Brigadier

Gerard S. The third dam is Dancing Drop (GB) (Green Desert), a

half-sister to a clutch of smart sprinters including Ballydoyle=s

South Dakota (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}), who produced the G2

Cherry Hinton S. scorer Jewel In the Sand (Ire) (Bluebird). Sales

history: 16,000gns Ylg >17 TAOCT. Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0,

$7,857. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Saeed Manana; B-Ballyphilip Stud (IRE); T-James Tate.

Monday=s Result:

3rd-Marseille-Borely, i22,000, Mdn, 2-25, 3yo, f, 10fT, 2:04.44,

gd.

PHOCEENE (FR) (f, 3, Olympic Glory {Ire}--Atlantic Slew {Fr}, by

Helissio {Fr}), who was seventh on debut behind the potentially

smart Jane Spirit (Fr) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) over this trip on

Polytrack at Cagnes-sur-Mer Jan. 24, was settled in the middle of

the pack early. Committed on the front end at the top of the

short straight, the 9-1 shot asserted her superiority en route to a

commanding five-length success from Bergassana (Fr) (Siyouni

{Fr}). The unraced dam, also responsible for the listed-placed

Phoceen (Fr) (Myboycharlie {Ire}), is a half to the GII San Luis

Obispo H. scorer Atlando (Ire) (Hernando {Fr}) and the G2 Prix

Maurice de Nieuil winner Incanto Dream (GB) (Galileo {Ire}).

Connected to the sires Stormy Atlantic (Storm Cat) and Bandini

(Fusaichi Pegasus), she has a 2-year-old colt by Galiway (GB)

named Ocean Slew (Fr). Sales history: i47,000 Ylg >17 ARAUG.

Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, i11,000. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-Haras de la Gousserie; B-SCEA Haras du Ma & Mme E Drouet

(FR); T-Frederic Rossi.
                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.attheraces.com/atrplayer-popup/VOD/1081725?showResult=yes
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/2/3636/
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WINNERS BY EUROPEAN SIRES

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:

Night Fever (Fr), c, 3, Frankel (GB)--Nuit D=Amour (Fr) (MSP-Fr),

   by Azamour (Ire). Marseille-Borely, 2-25, 10fT, 2:00.39. B-Al

   Shaqab Racing (FR).

IN JAPAN:

Mayson Junior (Jpn), h, 5, Mayson (GB)--Ana Americana (Fr)

   (SW & G1SP-Fr, $182,999), by American Post (GB). Kokura,

   2-24, Shimonoseki S., 6fT. Lifetime Record: MGSP-Jpn,

   17-3-1-1, $690,360. O-Kanayama Holdings; B-Northern Farm

   (Jpn); T-Kunihiko Watanabe. *¥29,000,000 Ylg >15 JRHJUL.

   VIDEO.

Spotify Cont. from p1

   Redoute's Choice has also taken a head start

over other Danehill stallions, as his son Snitzel

already has two sires' championships in the bag,

with a third consecutive title likely to be sealed

later this year. 

   Snitzel ranks alongside the likes of Not A Single Doubt and

Stratum as one of several sons of Redoute's Choice with Group 1

winners to their credit. With his eldest sons only 11 years old, it

is still comparatively early days for Snitzel's own stallion sons.

However, his grandson Time To Reign ran out a decisive winner

of the G2 Silver City S. at Rosehill three days ago. Sadly this colt's

sire, the dual G2 two-year-old winner Time For War, died from a

colic attack as a 5-year-old, after only two seasons at stud.

   While his grandsons are just beginning to make their mark,

Redoute's Choice is proving to be far from a back number, even

though he was born as long ago as August 1996. Last week saw

him represented by group-winning sons in the UAE and

Australia, with Spotify taking the G3 Dubai Millennium S. at

Meydan, while The Autumn Sun landed the G2 Hobartville S. at

Rosehill. Cont. p7

Follow the TDN staff on Twitter
Thoroughbred Daily News

@garykingTDN @kelseynrileyTDN @collingsberry

@DaithiHarvey @EquinealTDN @HLAndersonTDN

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/churchill
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Frankel%20(GB)#tot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUZcJNELcb8
https://twitter.com/thetdn
https://twitter.com/kelseynriley
https://twitter.com/garykingTDN
https://twitter.com/kelseynrileytdn
https://twitter.com/collingsberry
https://twitter.com/daithiharvey
https://twitter.com/equinealtdn
https://twitter.com/hlandersontdn
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Spotify (black cap) | Erika Rasmussen/DRC

Redoute=s Choice | Arrowfield Stud

Pedigree Insights: Spotify Cont.

   There is a tenuous link between these two, as The Autumn

Sun's dam, the Galileo mare

Azmiyna, was bred by the

Aga Khan, whose association

with Arrowfield led to

Redoute's Choice shuttling to

the Aga's Haras de Bonneval

for the 2013 and 2014

Northern Hemisphere

seasons. The 5-year-old

Spotify is a member of the

stallion's first French crop.

   Redoute's Choice

commanded a fee of

i70,000 in his first Bonneval

season and i60,000 in his

second, which made him the

highest-priced French-based

stallion by a considerable

margin. The Stallions website credits him with siring 71 foals

during his first visit and 69 in his second, for a total of 140 foals.

   It is probably fair to say that Redoute's Choice's French

progeny haven't matched

their Australian

counterparts--at least not so

far. Whereas he has 34

Group 1 winners from his

Australian crops (including

several in South Africa), he

has yet to hit the Group 1

target with his Northern

Hemisphere progeny. 

   However, he has enjoyed

group success with Gold Luck

(G3 Prix Vanteaux over nine

furlongs and G1SP), Ibiza (G3

Prix Chloe over nine

furlongs), Sevenna Star (G3

Classic Trial over 10 furlongs)

and now with Spotify. He also has the listed winners Lilac Fairy,

Time's Arrow and Wajnah, with these seven black-type winners

representing 5% of his 140 foals. He also sired the black-type

earners Astronomy's Choice (listed-placed), Impertinente

(Group 3-placed), Maid To Remember (Group 3-placed) and

Roystonia (listed-placed).

   Spotify's group success at Meydan was gained over a mile and

a quarter, which means that all four of Redoute's Choice's

European group winners have scored over nine or 10 furlongs,

even though Redoute's Choice was a Group 1 winner over six

furlongs at two and over six to eight furlongs at three.

   In other words, he has

followed in the footsteps of

Fastnet Rock, another of

Danehill's speedy Australian

champions who has generally

proved an influence for

middle-distance ability when

mated to European mares. 

   This comes as no great

surprise, as Redoute's

Choice's Southern

Hemisphere winners include

no fewer than three winners

of the Australasian Oaks over

a mile and a quarter and two

of the AJC Australian Oaks

over a mile and a half, plus

winners of the UAE Derby,

South African Derby, New Zealand Derby and Queensland

Derby.

   The fact that The Autumn Sun is out of a daughter of Galileo

provides another parallel to

Fastnet Rock, whose long list

of important winners out of

Galileo mares include Qualify

(Oaks), Zhukova (Man o'War

S.) and Unforgotten (AJC

Australian Oaks). However,

The Autumn Sun--who is

being groomed as a potential

replacement for Redoute's

Choice at Arrowfield--has

been making his name at up

to a mile, notably running

out a very decisive winner of

the G1 Caulfield Guineas

over a mile last October.

   The fact that Spotify didn't

become a listed winner until he was four and a group winner

until he was five may have something to do with his May 23

birthday, but he still managed to win his only start as a

2-year-old. Cont. p8

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Non-Industry Media

Pedigree Insights: Spotify Cont.

   He is a well-connected individual, as his dam Gwenseb was a

Group 3 winner over five furlongs as a juvenile and later enjoyed

listed success over a mile. She has proved even more successful

as a broodmare, with Spotify being her third group winner and

fourth black-type winner. Each of her group winners has a

different sire, the others being Impassable, a dual Group 2

winner over a mile by Invincible Spirit, and Attendu, a

three-time Group 3 winner over a mile by Acclamation.

(Click here to return to p1)

Pakistan Star transferred out of Tony Cruz=s stable in shock

move Owner Kerm Din makes the trainer switch with the

two-time Group 1 winner struggling to recapture his best form

this campaign. Trenton Akers & Tom Biddington, South China

Morning Post

                                                               

  

DID YOU KNOW?
Vancouver (Medaglia d'Oro)

was tabbed as a "TDN Rising Star"

Visit the TDN Rising Stars section on our website!

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://vimeo.com/thetdn
https://vimeo.com/thetdn
https://www.scmp.com/sport/racing/article/2187544/pakistan-star-transferred-out-tony-cruzs-stable-shock-move
https://www.scmp.com/sport/racing/article/2187544/pakistan-star-transferred-out-tony-cruzs-stable-shock-move
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/pedigree-insights-spotify/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/rising-stars/


 SIRE LISTS    Sponsored by

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/ 

Leading General Sires by YTD Black-Type Horses
for stallions standing in Europe through Sunday, Feb. 24

Earnings represent European figures, stud fees listed are 2019 fees.

Rank Stallion BTW BTH GSW GSH G1SW G1SH Starters Wnrs Highest Earner   Earnings

1 Dubawi (Ire)   6   8   4   6   --   --       13    6    12,938     55,693

(2002) by Dubai Millennium (GB)  FYR: 2007  Crops: 11  Stands: Dalham Hall Stud Eng  Fee: ,250,000 Island of Life

2 Kodiac (GB)   3   6   1   2   --   --       89   23    24,067    237,689

(2001) by Danehill  FYR: 2008  Crops: 10  Stands: Tally-Ho Stud Ire  Fee: i65,000 Barys (GB)

3 Exceed and Excel (Aus)   1   5   1   4   --    1       53   15    21,168    179,530

(2000) by Danehill  FYR: 2006  Crops: 12  Stands: Kildangan Stud Ire  Fee: i50,000 Nadeem Alward (Fr)

4 Dark Angel (Ire)     1   4  --   1   --   --       53    7    26,213    145,180

(2005) by Acclamation (GB)  FYR: 2009  Crops: 9  Stands: Yeomanstown Stud Ire  Fee: i85,000 Deep Intrigue (GB)

5 Galileo (Ire)   1   4   1   2   --    1       20    4    21,028     71,047

(1998) by Sadler's Wells  FYR: 2003  Crops: 15  Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire  Fee: Pvt Chess Grand Master (GB)

6 Invincible Spirit (Ire)  --   3  --   2   --   --       35    9    26,636    108,646

(1997) by Green Desert  FYR: 2004  Crops: 14  Stands: Irish National Stud Ire  Fee: i120,000 Shamshon (Ire)

7 Teofilo (Ire)   1   3   1   2    1    1       34    9    28,387    103,178

(2004) by Galileo (Ire)  FYR: 2009  Crops: 9  Stands: Kildangan Stud Ire  Fee: i40,000 Theobald (Ire)

8 Raven's Pass   2   3   1   2   --   --       18    7    48,107     90,383

(2005) by Elusive Quality  FYR: 2010  Crops: 8  Stands: Kildangan Stud Ire  Fee: i10,000 Gorgeous Noora (Ire)

9 Frankel (GB)   2   3   2   3   --   --       15    4     7,550     32,861

(2008) by Galileo (Ire)  FYR: 2014  Crops: 4  Stands: Banstead Manor Stud Eng  Fee: ,175,000 Gantier (GB)

10 Le Havre (Ire)  --   2  --   1   --   --       46   12    15,021    186,490

(2006) by Noverre  FYR: 2011  Crops: 7  Stands: Haras de Montfort & Preaux Fr  Fee: i45,000 Trouville (Fr)

11 Acclamation (GB)  --   2  --  --   --   --       56   12    17,509    151,658

(1999) by Royal Applause (GB)  FYR: 2005  Crops: 13  Stands: Rathbarry Stud Ire  Fee: i40,000 Pretreville (Fr)

12 Dutch Art (GB)   2   2  --  --   --   --       45   12    22,785    112,533

(2004) by Medicean (GB)  FYR: 2009  Crops: 9  Stands: Cheveley Park Stud Eng  Fee: Pvt Volfango (Ire)

13 Shamardal   1   2   1   2   --   --       35   10    19,947     96,214

(2002) by Giant's Causeway  FYR: 2007  Crops: 12  Stands: Kildangan Stud Ire  Fee: Pvt Pinnata (Ire)

14 Mastercraftsman (Ire)  --   2  --   1   --   --       45    6    15,087     86,457

(2006) by Danehill Dancer (Ire)  FYR: 2011  Crops: 7  Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire  Fee: i30,000 Lucky Deal (GB)

15 Manduro (Ger)   1   2  --  --   --   --       27    2    49,725     85,634

(2002) by Monsun (Ger)  FYR: 2009  Crops: 9  Stands: Haras du Logis Fr  Fee: i7,000 Good Question (Fr)

https://www.darleyamerica.com?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Banner&utm_content=Branding&utm_campaign=Stallions
https://www.darleyeurope.com/?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Banner&utm_content=Branding&utm_campaign=Stallions
http://WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/
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Charm Spirit | Windsor Park

Shamexpress | Windsor Park

WINDSOR PARK
SHUTTLING THE HEIGHTS

by Paul Vettise

   Windsor Park Stud=s dual approach to securing high-class

shuttle stallions and sourcing the best home-grown talent

continues to work for the Cambridge farm with notable and

satisfying results. Their most recent acquisition on the global

front is Charm Spirit (Ire), who travels from his Northern

Hemisphere base, either at Tweenhills Farm in England or the

Aga Khan=s Haras de Bonneval in France. He was represented by

his first Southern Hemisphere winner--a Group 2 winner, no

less--in Aretha (NZ) at the weekend.

   Domestically, Shamexpress (NZ) is away to a strong start and

he produced his first Australian Group winner at Moonee Valley

on Friday night when Embrace Me (NZ) landed the G3 Typhoon

Tracy S.

   The Murray Baker and Andrew Forsman-trained filly Aretha

got Charm Spirit off the mark in fine fashion when she

triumphed, at her second start, in the G2 Matamata Breeders= S.

She placed in her only previous appearance in the G2 Wakefield

Challenge S. prior to Christmas.

   AWe know the expectations are high with a horse with the

profile of Charm Spirit,@ Windsor Park General Manager Steve

Till said. AWith the type of gene pool in New Zealand, stallions

need at least to have 3 and 4-year-olds to really judge how they

are going to fare at stud. Charm Spirit won at two and he was an

outstanding 3-year-old. We saw about this time last year with

his yearlings that they had enough strength to be late

2-year-olds and train on at three.

   AParticularly with our gene pool, we know we=re not a country

that produces precocious 2-year-olds so we have a lot to look

forward to.@

   Charm Spirit, a son of Invincible Spirit (Ire), was successful as a

juvenile and blossomed the following season to win at Group 1

level in the Queen Elizabeth II S. at Ascot, the Prix du Moulin and

the Prix Jean Prat for trainer Freddy Head.

   AAretha was tough all the way up the straight and very

reminiscent of her Dad,@ Till said. AIn his Group 1 races he would

just stick his head out and it=s nice to see those tenacious

fighting qualities come out. It=s the most prestigious race for

2-year-old fillies in this country, outside of the two Group 1s. It

says a lot about the faith Murray and Andrew have in her ability

to target the race. And to get there off an abbreviated

preparation was impressive.@

   The G1 Newmarket H. winner Shamexpress has also made a

highly encouraging start to his stud career with Cyber Attack

(NZ), and London Price (NZ) also successful at black-type level.

   ATo see him get his first Australian Group winner was terrific,@

Till said. AHe=s only had 37 runners to date and he=s already had

five stakes horses. Windsor Park has been through a transition

period after proven stallions like Thorn Park, High Chaparral,

Montjeu and Volksraad and company to a very young stallion

roster. Cont. p2

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
https://www.tdnausnz.com.au/
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Aretha (inside) | Trish Dunell

Yearling Market Holds Solid at Tassie Sale

Interview With Australian Bloodstock’s Luke Murrell

Big Weekend for Rich Hill’s Shocking

Everest Slot Going on the Market

No Rush to Commit Lyre to Golden Slipper

Windsor Park Shuttling to New Heights Cont. from p1

   AThe first of them, Shamexpress and Charm Spirit, are coming

through and confirming the faith we have in them to become

good stallions. It takes time and doesn=t happen overnight and

we never expected it to. So to see the young boys putting their

hands up augurs well for the future. Particularly for Windsor

Park and for the industry, we need as many good stallions as we

can muster.@

   Windsor Park is a past and proven master in the stallion

shuttle business, dating back to the late 1990s when Tale of the

Cat (USA) arrived.

   AHe was our first and we shuttled him for a New Zealand

syndicate and he did a very good job,@ Till said.

   The Storm Cat (USA) stallion Tale of the Cat=s top Southern

Hemisphere representatives included the G1 Salinger S. and G1

Goodwood H. winner Glamour Puss (NZ) and the G1 New

Zealand 2000 Guineas winner Tell A Tale (NZ). He also sired the

dual Group 2 winner Falkirk (NZ), who finished fourth in the G1

Royal Ascot King=s Stand S. before his retirement to Windsor

Park. His leading runners include the Hong Kong Derby winner

Fay Fay (NZ) and multiple Group winners Durham Town (NZ) and

Cousin Colin (NZ), who raced as Amazing Kids in Hong Kong.

   ATale Of The Cat was a Coolmore stallion and that opened the

way for Montjeu and High Chaparral etc,@ he said. AWhy on

earth would anyone be against shuttle horses? We=ve always

felt that you make the most of an opportunity when it=s

presented. To gain access to horses the calibre of Montjeu and

High Chaparral, and this applies again to the industry at large, is

of fabulous benefit.

   AYou might not have them forever, but if they=re successful

you=ll have their sons. That was the case with Danehill and it was

the case with Last Tycoon, the sire of Waikato Stud=s O=Reilly.

We also shuttled Spinning World, the sire of Thorn Park. There=s

no reason not to shuttle world class horses.

   AThe industry is a global one. It=s changed markedly as has the

domestic scene, which means it=s much harder for New Zealand

to compete to secure stallions. This has been a mechanism that

we=ve been able to use to get the quality to be competitive. At

Windsor Park we try to access the world=s best bloodlines and

the best race form and genetics here in New Zealand like

Shamexpress. He=s a grandson of Last Tycoon. Shamexpress was

proven under Australian conditions at the highest level, winning

a marquee sprint race. In a major sense we=ve got the best of

both worlds with him and Charm Spirit.@
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